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1. Abstract 
 
This paper examines higher education markets, its actors and processes. It aims first to propose a 
conceptualisation of the higher education industry; and second, to place this conceptualisation in the 
social macro-structure and connect it to the rescaling of the higher education governance. It argues 
that the higher education industry by now consists of number of markets which are diverse, 
variegated, processual and relational. These markets are imagined, constructed and maintained in the 
context of the knowledge economy as a particular form of contemporary capitalist order. Since 
knowledge economy works for expanding services economy more generally, this resulted in higher 
education markets being increasingly co-constitutive to the services economy as well. Finally, states 
are one group of actors involved in higher education market-making and expansion, along with 
private companies, universities and other actors working across horizontal and vertical scales to frame 
and order markets and constitute the higher education industry. 
 
 

2. Introduction 
 
In the past few years, it has become commonplace for higher education to be straightforwardly framed 
as a global market or a global industry. In this respect, states are calculating the export value of higher 
education, banks and investors are calculating investment opportunities and possible returns on 
investment, and private companies are establishing universities or buying existing ones. But there is 
also opposition to these new governance arrangements of the higher education sector around ideas of 
education as a public good, whilst others also argue that higher education can never be turned into a 
‘real market’. 
 
The existing literature on higher education and its transformations is vast. One common thread 
throughout this body of work is a focus on governance reforms and the changing nature of higher 
education.  It has been argued that the role universities are expected to play in society has changed, in 
that they are increasingly expected to serve the local, national or regional economies, albeit to 
different extents in different countries. In analysing these changed roles and expectations, authors tend 
to link them to neoliberalism or the knowledge economy. The consequences for students, academics, 
universities and societies more generally are seen to be significant. Mostly, the concepts that are used 
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to grasp these sorts of reforms and consequences are commodification, marketization, privatization or 
commercialization, and the analyses of these social processes have much in common. However, it is 
hard to coherently grasp what that might be and what is it that is being analysed.  
 
In relation to studying markets in higher education, it is often the case that the concept of ‘the market’ 
has been taken from economic theory and is understood as a ‘free market’, and then used to test 
whether this model of the market works in higher education or not. The conclusions often state that 
‘real’ and ‘free’ markets in higher education do not exist, and hence the bulk of processes that are 
seen to be happening in higher education, such as the changing subjectivities of students and 
academics or new managerialism, are dismissed from marketization.  
 
Nevertheless, it is recognised in the literature that quasi-markets and market forces are increasingly 
being implemented in nation states across the world. Consequently, there is a sense in the higher 
education literature that important transformations of the sector are indeed happening and that they 
are somewhat related to markets, but there is a reluctance to take them as ‘real’ market-making. 
Moreover, there are noticeable dynamics at play, such as the effects of global rankings on university 
competition or the rise of ‘edu-businesses’ – companies that sell things and services in the sector; but 
these tend not to be theorised as being related to market-making or to industry construction.  
 
It seems that there is something missing in the existing approaches to studying markets in higher 
education, and this leads me to search for a theoretical and analytical approach that could better 
explain the dynamics that we witness is happening in the sector. This paper will continue as follows. 
After offering theoretical considerations and methodological note, it proposes a conceptualisation of 
the higher education industry. It then places this industry into the capitalist macro-structure and 
discusses how it is related to the horizontal and vertical rescaling of the higher education governance. 
It concludes with a discussion about the outcomes of higher education market-making. 
 
 
 

3. Studying markets – some theoretical considerations 
 
When studying markets, authors across social sciences often take markets as self-understanding 
concept from neo-classical economics without focusing on the markets in their own right (Beckert, 
1996, 2009; Berndt & Boeckler, 2012). This approach is not very helpful because such understanding 
of markets with all its presuppositions is never representative of reality (Peck, 2005).  
 
Instead, economic sociology, economic geography, economic anthropology and proximate disciplines 
offer a different view on markets and its dynamics. Drawing on the insights of social theorists, such as 
Aspers (2010), Beckert (2007a, 2007b, 2009), Çalışkan and Callon (2009, 2010), Christophers (2015), 
Fligstein (2001) and Polanyi (2001) we can say that markets have the following core elements: 
conception, production and circulation of goods and services for sale; transfer of property rights 
between buyers and sellers in structured exchange; monetary compensation for such transfer; 
functional elements (like market encounters, rules, technical devices, metrological systems, and 
customs); institutional order and social structure; and competition at least on one side of either buyers 
or sellers (Aspers, 2009). The key insights from these authors are that markets are always embedded 
in society, and that they have to be constructed or made, which is a contested process marked by 
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frictions and struggles. In the past couple of decades, numerous studies have shown that social 
relations, networks, emotions, trust, informal rules, power hierarchies, and so on, are important for the 
construction and functioning of markets.  
 
Markets are embedded through social institutions, and legal and political strategies and processes 
(Krippner, 2001; Robertson & Komljenovic, 2016; Robertson, 2011, 2013b). Actual market 
economies must therefore be managed through political processes (Block, 2003); economic 
institutions need to be produced; and so, markets have to be made. This is also the case in the higher 
education sector largely because the nature of the political ordering for higher education reflects an 
understanding of education as a public service rather than a commodity. Reordering the sector implies 
shifting the cognitive framings (Beckert, 2009) through which we understand higher education, so as 
to change the practices and meaning of higher education.  
 
In order to systematically think about what actors do to construct markets, how they do it, as well as 
to identify and analyse the relations among them, and the range of processes involved here, I am 
proposing the following framework, presented in Figure 1 below.  
 
 

 
Figure 1. Theoretical resources and an analytical framework for studying market-making in higher education. 

 
 
At the core of this analytical framework is the micro-work of market-making. Importantly, the micro 
level is not isolated from social order, but is relational to the macro-meso social structures. Three 
groups of theoretical resources and analytical tools are used. First, Berndt and Boeckler’s analytical 
dimensions of market-making, namely macro-meso level societal transformations, which are 
necessary for the market framings at the micro level (Berndt & Boeckler, 2012). The second set of 
resources, which helps to focus concretely on the micro level, is Çalışkan and Callon’s concept of 
market framings (Çalışkan & Callon, 2009, 2010). They bring to the fore the micro-work and the 
investments that are needed for the construction of markets or ‘the what’ of market-making. Finally, 
the tools of market framings are enriched with Beckert’s work on social institutions and devices 
(Beckert, 1996), fictional expectations (Beckert, 2011, 2014, 2016), and market ordering (Beckert, 
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2009) to overcome the ontological flatness of Çalışkan and Callon’s framings. This move allows to 
analyse more closely ‘the how’ of market-making; namely how are markets framed and by whom, in 
what ways, through what forms of power, and with what kind of social institutions and devices?  
 
 

4. Methodological note 
 
A case with two British universities was used, supported by interviews conducted at the Association 
of International Educators (NAFSA) Annual Conference and Expo in 2014.  
 
The UK universities were selected as they were expected to be potentially illustrative of market 
relations. That assumption was based on the fact that the UK is often seen as an experimental policy 
space around markets from which other countries and institutions draw their policies and decisions 
(Ball, 2007; Leys, 2003). Moreover, the universities accessed for this study belong to the Russell 
Group, which is a group of 24 UK research-intensive universities with mostly better resources than 
the post-1992 universities. These cases were expected to be insightful because “…universities which 
are in the upper echelons of  the  hierarchy  with  high levels of academic, reputational and financial 
capital and high  degrees of autonomy may be more impervious to pressures for commodification  
than  others” (Naidoo, 2003, p. 256). In addition, they are also public universities. As such, they are 
considered to reflect the public ethos and embody the concept of professional autonomy before the 
relatively recent higher education reforms (Gornitzka & Olsen, 2006) in which they are seen to be 
transforming into market actors. Nevertheless, these two universities differ in their histories, positions 
and styles of management (Table 1). 
 
Table 1. The two universities of the case of the study. 

Pseudonym Salient characteristics 
 
 

UNI1 

High-status institution; member of the Russell Group3 since 1994; usually ranks highly in national and 
international league tables. Broad range of subjects offered. In 2014 it had around 20,000 students, and 
enrolments have been stable for the past 15 years. It has around 7,000 staff. Around 17% of all students 
were international in 2014. In comparison to 2002, UNI1 kept its high ranking position, research income, 
and the number of UK students. It somewhat increased the number of international students, in which the 
number of international postgraduates increased more importantly than the number of international 
undergraduate students.   

 
 

UNI2 

High-status institution; became a member of the Russell Group after 1994; usually ranks in international 
league tables, but lower than UNI1. Broad range of subjects offered. In 2014 it had around 20,000 students, 
marking a substantial increase since 2002. It employs around 6,000 staff. Around 20% of students are 
international in 2014. It is of note that in comparison to 2002, UNI2 increased its standing in league tables 
and rankings, substantially increased its research income, as well as the number of local and international 
students at all levels of study.   

 
 
Detailed information about the data collected for this study is presented in Table 2 below. 
 
  

                                                        
3 Russell Group consists of 24 UK research intensive universities. This group is often compared to the ‘Ivy 
League’ in the US context (Brooks, 2012). It was formed in 1994, originally with 17 members; two more joined 
in 1998, one in 2006 and four in 2012. 
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Table 2. Nature and extent of the data collected in two UK universities. 

UNI1 UNI2  Context for both 
universities 

Data for the section on 
universities as buyers 

Annual reports and 
financial statements: from 
2001/2002 to 2014/2015 
(14 documents) 

Annual reports and 
financial statements: from 
2000/2001 to 2014/2015 
(15 documents) 

 HESA statistical data 
about the number of 
students at both 
institutions between 
2001/2002 and 
2014/2015  

Statistical data about the 
number of companies in 
the UK classified as 
providers of ‘education 
support activities’ 

Four strategic documents 
for the following fields: 
education, 
internationalisation, 
research, widening 
participation 
 

One strategic document for 
the field of 
internationalisation 
 

 HESA statistical data 
about the number of staff 
for the two UNIs from 
2007/2008 to 2013/2014 
 

Interviews at NAFSA 
annual conference and 
expo (22 interviews – 
Appendix 4) 
 

Interviews  
(15 interviews with 17 
people: Appendix 4) 
 

Interviews  
(11 interviews: Appendix 
4) 
 

   

Internet webpages of the 
university and 
Organisational charts 

Internet webpages of the 
university and 
Organisational charts 

   

 
 
 
The interviews were conducted with administration of universities (managers or assistant managers of 
particular units of the university) and lasted between 30 and 50 minutes. They were semi-structured; 
and inquired about which goods and services, or commodities, were offered to universities; which 
goods and services they decided to buy; why universities decided to buy them; what changes 
interviewees detected over time with regards to offers of goods and services made to them; and to 
gather data about which goods and services universities were selling and why. My second aim was to 
gather data about how the experiences of university administrators have changed over time as a result 
of changes to university management, and how this is related to buying or selling of goods and 
services; as well as, whether their status as commodities has altered relations of exchange within and 
beyond the university. 
 
In addition to university documents and interviews, I also gathered publicly available statistical data 
from the Higher Education Statistics Agency in the UK (HESA) about the number of students and 
staff at those universities from early 2000s onwards. 
 
The analysis in this paper also includes data from interviews and observations that I conducted at the 
NAFSA Annual Conference and Expo 2014. These were 22 interviews with representatives of 
companies, universities, state agencies or NAFSA staff; and notes from my observations at the event.  
 
Transcribed interviews and documents were then analysed for activities, themes, issues and concerns 
with thematic analysis. I was particularly attentive to the diversity of exchanges, and the ways in 
which some market exchanges morphed into new practices and products, that I will introduce next. 
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5. Diversity of higher education markets and actors 
 
My starting point in this section is the university and the market transactions that it is making. Based 
on my empirical analysis the university should be understood as a seller, but also as a buyer of things 
and services.  
 
 

5.1 University as a seller 

 
Both universities were increasing their financial income between 3 and 10 per cent per year in the 
period that I have managed to collect data, i.e. between 2002 and 2015. This increase is not connected 
to the numbers of students or staff and implies that the universities are seeking profits for some other 
reasons. In both cases the share of public funding has been dropping year by year, so that it is now 45 
at UNI1 and 30 at UNI2. Moreover, UNI1 earns 35 per cent of income from tuition fees and UNI2 50 
per cent. The highest increase in income in nominal terms at both universities is ’other income’, 
which now accounts to 20 per cent of income and includes budget lines such as residences, catering 
and conferences, summer schools, student sport, and room hire, amongst others. Basically, these are 
the other services that the universities sell.  
 
The data reveals that there are two main categories in terms of what the university sells4. The first 
(UNI OUT and NOT-FOR-PROFIT) refers to exchanges with which the university earns income 
(they are sellers of services or products), but selling these commodities is not aimed at creating a 
surplus. In most cases these monetised exchanges are covered or subsidised by public funds – such as 
government grants for teaching or research. The second category (UNI OUT and FOR-PROFIT) 
refers to exchanges with which the university is creating profits, and potentially a surplus. In these 
exchanges, the university acts as any other market actor and also competes with other actors who sell 
the same or similar services or products. Competitors include either other public or private 
universities or companies and other organizations. The services that universities sell in these two 
categories are listed in Table 4. Some commodities are hard to fit into either of the two categories, 
such as study programmes for UK and EU students, and activities for students, like sports. These 
activities are subsidised by public funds in that universities use part of their public grant to provide 
them, but the grant covers only part of the costs; the remainder of the cost is covered by additional 
fees. Moreover, the cost of such services varies and universities are able to deliver them in such ways 
that cumulatively the services are able to generate profits.  
 
  

                                                        
4 Universities in the UK are registered charities. Therefore legally, historically, and culturally they do not aim to 
generate profits or surpluses – unlike corporations seek to do to return value to shareholders. Universities are 
allowed to create surpluses, but they have to spend such additional funds on their own further development. 
Thus the phrase ‘For-Profit’ is in this thesis used for analytical purposes only, in that HEIs are nonetheless able 
to generate a surplus. 
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Table 3. Commodities that the two universities sell. 

UNI OUT and NOT-FOR-PROFIT  UNI OUT and FOR-PROFIT 
 In the cross-section of the two  

- various research (including some 
grants) 
- services for health and hospital 
authority 
- various public engagement activities 

- study programmes for UK and EU 
students 
- student sports and societies 

- study programmes for non-UK and 
non-EU students  
- student residencies 
- catering services 
- retail  
- events and conferencing 
- consultancy (by academic AND 
administration staff) 
- research  
- foundation programmes 
- other (e.g. fees from employers to 
reach  students; lending robes for 
graduation ceremony; foreign 
universities to pay for visits to learn 
about the university management) 

 
 
 
The universities are active agents in framing their markets by turning existing services into 
commodities, or changing them so that they can become commodities. They also introduce new 
services to be sold. The selling of study provision is framed as ‘student experience’, which is a 
complex set of services that includes all contacts and activities before students come to the university, 
when they are there, and after they leave. This changes the university’s behaviour in terms of how it 
treats potential students (number of marketing campaigns that include recruitment fairs, social media, 
visits to schools, calling potential students by phone in their native languages and so on); how it treats 
students in that it is not just about teaching and learning but also services like health, counselling, 
careers advice, vulnerable students support, sport facilities, student societies, vibrant environment, 
and so on. Interviewees report that this shift has taken place not only within universities, but also 
among students, who – as customers – have altered their expectations, which in turn, frequently 
translates into concrete changes in behaviour. And finally, ‘student experience’ extends also to the 
university’s relationship with alumni, where the institution seeks to build lifetime relationships with 
their former students, offering them activities and opportunities, as well as including them in various 
university and recruitment activities; and crucially also to attract donations. Therefore, market 
encounters are carefully designed throughout the cycle of interactions with students.  
 
There is a vibrant phase of experimentation with regards to creating new services and framing them as 
commodities to sell in markets. These market framings introduce new practices into universities, as 
some administration units are expected to now generate income for the university. These units then 
innovate and find ways of bringing profits. One of the case universities has introduced new practices 
that have enabled some of the administration staff to provide consultancy services for a fee; a practice 
usually reserved for academics. There have also been other innovations; for example, the conference 
business is becoming quite a lucrative activity for universities and the unit responsible for conferences 
at UNI2 is strategically working to involve academics in selling the service of organising academic 
conferences. The unit even employed a person whose job was to work with academics and convince 
them to help attract academic conferences to UNI2. Yet, my interviewee revealed that there is a clash 
of valuations and understandings between academics and the administration unit in question as to 
what academic conferences actually are. For academics, they are events for sharing and exchanging 
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knowledge, learning, and networking with fellow academics. For administrators, conferences are a 
service to be sold in order to earn additional income. Successfully convincing academics to also think 
of the financial aspect of such events and the resources that conferences could bring to the university 
changes the cognitive orientation of the academic, and the normative legitimation of what a 
conference is. This does not mean that the academic search for knowledge is gone, but that the same 
activity also becomes a commodity.  
 
Some university activities are being reframed as commodities to sell in markets; others are being 
subsidized with public funds; others are not commodities at all. But the line between what could be 
classified as creating a profit, and what not, is getting thinner and thinner. There are actors and 
practices who seek to move services and goods between the two categories, mainly from the ‘not-for-
profit’ one to the ‘for-profit’ category. One example are the efforts to increase the number of UK 
students in order to create sufficient surplus through student fees to then use elsewhere (UNI1, for 
instance, invested into the refurbishment of buildings to become more attractive to prospective 
students). Although the highest possible fee is regulated by law in the UK and is currently set at 
£9,000, the regulation as to how many students a university could enrol has been removed. Since 
some study programmes cost more, and others are less expensive than the set fee of £9,000, the 
cumulative effect of student numbers in lower cost programmes affects the overall income and 
possibilities for the distribution of surpluses.  
 
The two universities are undergoing this transformation strategically and in line with their missions 
meaning that they are clear about what can and what cannot be sold on the market. Moreover, the 
administrators who are managers of these units report that the main purpose of their money-
generating activities is to improve the student experience and the quality of academic staff because 
funds can be reinvested back into the university. Therefore, there is strong understanding at both 
institutions that the university is an academic institution serving the public interest, but that it has to 
compete and earn money from the market in order to survive. In doing so, it needs to be careful, 
strategic, and choose what, how and why to sell. It has to take care of its brand, but also keep the 
notion of ‘publicness’ associated with ‘the university’. It therefore looks for ways to make itself a 
more efficient seller, but also to become an efficient buyer. 
 
 

5.2 University as a buyer 

 
Universities have been buying goods and services on the market for a very long time and the practice 
has not been seen as controversial. However, buying in this sense would refer to goods and services 
like cleaning, copying or computer software. The data in my case however reveal something else; 
namely a rich variety of services that refer to the university’s operation and management, or its core 
activities. It also includes new services that universities buy, such as wealth screening of alumni; the 
analysis of university webpage user experience; joint study provision with private companies; 
consultancy services regarding the university’s management; and outsourcing representation of the 
university at events and locations. The list is immense. There is a thickening of different markets 
around the two universities, and the boundary of each university is getting porous. Indeed in the UK, 
the number of companies who offer education support activities has quadrupled in the period of five 
years (see Komljenovic & Robertson, 2016). Some interviewees also reported that they experienced 
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companies contacting them and promoting products or requesting meetings and that this has grown to 
the extent that some of the administrators receive several offers in the form of electronic mail or 
telephone calls per day. Finally, these companies appear to now be specialising in serving higher 
education institutions. This raises the following two questions: What commodities are being sold; and, 
What is happening with such a magnitude and variety of commodities? 
 
Like with university as a seller, here too, there are two categories in terms of what the university buys. 
The first category (UNI IN and FOR-PROFIT) refers to exchanges where the university buys 
commodities and by doing so, contributes to the profits of companies who sell these commodities. In 
these exchanges, the university acts as any other buyer in the market. Table 4 presents a range of 
commodities that the two universities have bought or used and those, that were being offered to them 
at the time of research, but which universities did not buy.  
 
Table 4. ‘UNI IN and FOR-PROFIT’: Existing and potential services and goods at UNI1 and UNI2. 

Commodities currently bought/used by both universities Potential commodities offered to both universities 
Consultancy and studies or research: 

Business continuity consultancy; web page user experience; 
data analytics; governance effectiveness review; market 
research; brand research; professional services [A/N: 
administration] review; fundraising and alumni relations; 
establishing relationships with alumni in specific regions; 
surveys (e.g. I-graduate for international students barometer) 

Analysis of university’s league table position (companies 
based  in UK, US and globally); reports on markets and 
foreign counties;  understanding your university brand; 
good governance reviews; business intelligence; 
additional analysis of data that the university is missing in 
its business intelligence; crisis management and business 
continuity consulting; effectiveness reviews for different 
work or management areas; system process 
improvements; collecting feedback from students on 
study abroad; user experience for different elements of 
the university (e.g. of university brand, of web page); 
broad range support for fundraising and alumni relations; 
procurement advice; maximising profits (from catering 
facilities); advice on outsourcing facilities; maximising 
environmental credentials; maximising telephone or 
utility services; mock audit; improving student 
experience; tracking students what they do on the internet 

Data: 

About university alumni (wealth screening, charity affinity); 
business intelligence services; web analytics 

Alumni database; intermediary companies that pull data 
out of LinkedIn and integrate it with university database; 
creating alumni directories; online alumni directories; 
information about students from UCAS media 

Software 

Educational software; ideas management tool; business plans 
competitions; management of education process; customer 
relations management; specific databases (e.g. students going 
abroad) 

Idea management tools; running business plan 
competitions; connecting enterprise education with 
university alumni networks; intellectual property 
management; cloud services; global ratio websites; 
driving web traffic towards university web page 

Other: 

Legal services; developing learning material for some study 
programmes; partnerships for providing experience or services 
for students,  e.g. with cultural organisations like orchestras, 
film industry, pharmacological research organizations, 
charities, schools for internships and so on; temporary staffing 
solutions; printing; design and graphic design; photography, 
video production; loaning robes to graduates  

Taking up whole taught unit for a programme and 
providing it on the Internet; training and workshops or 
coaching on enterprise for students online; writing news; 
copywriting; outsourcing the preparation of prospectus or 
other university documents; professional science 
communications; career counselling; teacher training; 
different student surveys; study abroad exchange service; 
accommodation for students who are abroad or on 
exchange; travel insurance for students; organising trips 
and events for students; events organising; public 
speakers fees (managers of speakers contact the 
university) 

Student recruitment agents Promotion of the university 
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For international students; for students on study abroad 
programmes 

Advertising; marketing; digital marketing; paying for 
Google ads or on Facebook; new recruitment agents; 
promoting the university to students from specific 
countries (something like trip advisor site); virtual reality 
tours of the university; enlist the university or its 
programmes in web information platforms (like search 
web pages) 

Performing tasks or outsourcing   
Running overseas offices of the university;  digital marketing 
in specific countries; outsourcing back-office operations for 
international office; franchising of study programmes; 
organizing crowd funding; outsourcing university reports (e.g. 
Review of the year)   
Training    
Of researchers on science communication; of students on 
leadership; on academic writing   
 
 
A second category (UNI IN and NOT-FOR-PROFIT) in Table 5 refers to the goods and services that 
the two case universities are using without monetary compensation (e.g. social media services) or the 
relations they form and do not pay for. I include these services here because they are part of markets 
of these other companies, which then use university cooperation (e.g. the data that the university 
produces on the Internet) to repackage it into the form of a commodity and sell it back to the 
university or to someone else, or that it impacts the university in some other way. In addition, the 
university may also use these services for the expansion of its markets when it is acting as a seller.  
 
Table 5. ‘UNI IN and NOT-FOR-PROFIT or FREE’: Services and goods that the two case universities are using, and goods 
that were offered to them, but they did not buy them yet. 

Services and goods currently used by both universities 
Services and goods offered to both universities but not 

taken up 

LinkedIn services; Facebook pages and groups; Twitter 
accounts; Informal relationships (for example with 
solicitors); Partnering with companies to access national or 
EU funds 

Many companies that look for access to students and 
populate an Internet platform with them and then get 
funding from advertising; Partnering with the university to 
work with external stakeholders and receive public funds 
from the government 

Note: Here, I do not include services that the university pays for, but which are not offered by a profit-making corporation 
(e.g. payments to an account manager in state administration for solving visa issues). 
 
 

How are companies penetrating the sector? 

 
What  the case study data of the two universities reveal5 is how important market ordering is (Beckert, 
1996, 2009) in the context of market-framing (Çalışkan & Callon, 2010). In order to even start 
promoting and introducing commodities for sale, the companies have to become legitimate actors in 
the sector in order to establish trust. Companies recognise that in order to successfully sell their goods 
and services in the higher education sector, they need to become part of the sector in some way – thus, 
they need to be viewed as ‘insiders’. They see higher education as a closed community; people know 
each other very well, universities communicate and share information, word of mouth travels fast, and 
the sector tends to be suspicious of profit-making. The companies therefore recognise that they must 
secure legitimacy and gain recognition in order to penetrate the sector and normalise their activities.  

                                                        
5 In this section, I am including data from interviews with the two universities and the data from interviews with 
people coming from private companies who I interviewed at the NAFSA 2014 Annual Conference and 
Exhibition (List of interviewees is included in Appendix 4). 
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One strategy is to provide information, news, data, resources, research results, newsletters, and white 
papers, freely on their webpages, electronic email lists, webinars or presentations. They also 
contribute with blogs, posts and writings in other forums, such as the LinkedIn platform. These 
activities serve the function of them gaining the status of a knowledgeable actor who can contribute to 
the sector and serve the university. As companies are doing a lot of this for free, they promote the idea 
that they are ‘giving back’ to the higher education community.  
 
Another strategy used by the companies is to become part of well-known structures within the sector, 
such as NAFSA in the USA, or EAIE in Europe. They actively participate in these organisations, 
either by becoming members of their bodies or committees, or by contributing to their work in some 
other way. This serves several functions: one, that people from the higher education sector who are 
active in these bodies become used to the companies and their services now being part of the sector; 
and two, they promote themselves across the wider sector, hoping that universities will begin to 
associate them with the particular organization. Companies also work to get support from national or 
regional authorities, like the European Commission, or national agencies like NUFFIC (the Dutch 
equivalent of DAAD or the British Council).  
 
My data also revealed that it is common for companies to now employ individuals who had 
previously been working in higher education institutions and are thus known and have a reputable 
status. This strategy is captured in the following quote: 
 

We generally try to bring that knowledge in-house before we try to sell, 
because we want to speak from a position of authority and we also want to 
make sure what we’re building, works for the universities. (Interview N3). 

 
When such individuals transition from the higher education sector to a private company, it 
immediately helps the company in question to foster trust. Moreover, they bring their social networks 
with them, meaning that they widen the possibilities for new market exchanges. They are also bearers 
of knowledge on how universities work; they are aware of the nature of the university culture, and of 
its priorities. As I will show later, this is crucial when universities decide which company to work 
with.  
 
When companies become accepted in the sector, they begin to monetise existing relationships. They 
may start a service for free, and later turn it into a commodity. Once they are already selling 
something to universities, it is easier for them to introduce new commodities to the institution, as 
universities are more likely to buy from a known partner. An example of monetising previously free 
relationships can be seen in the following quote: 
 

So we would start by having a team call out to universities and help 
establish meetings with admissions and enrolment officers to educate them 
on the product and when we first actually launched the product it was for 
free, we let it go for free and then about a month later we decided we 
needed to make money. We put the burden of responsibility on the 
university, rather than the student. ... We started charging the university 
subscription fee and then a cost for inquiry fee… (Interview N8) 
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Companies are also engaging in developing new practices in the higher education sector. My data 
shows that they might use existing events to present and promote themselves; these events also 
provide many opportunities to showcase their knowledge and products. Moreover, these companies 
might well organise their own conferences to promote their products and teach universities about 
them, they host and finance marketing retreats, visit universities, and so on. During product 
development, they often set up committees and invite universities to participate and contribute. This 
in effect turns universities into an advisory body to the individual companies, which guides product 
development and offers feedback free of charge. Companies are also using these structures to get 
information about what problems universities are facing and then they use these insights to create new 
products.  
 

How do universities decide when to buy?  

 
The attitude of university administrators, as well as their experiences and decision-making, is uneven 
across the two universities. Individuals who have worked in the private sector are in principle more 
open to working with companies; and this is also true of individuals who work in those units that are 
seen as central to commodifying the university.  
 
Some of the administrative staff I interviewed were reluctant to use or engage with companies freely 
and uncritically. The reason was not cultural, or linked to ‘fear of neoliberalism’. Rather, they had 
reservations about costs, had bad experiences in the past, exercised prudence, or were testing waters 
before deciding what they could do themselves and what could be learnt from the private sector. 
Culturally, working with companies, outsourcing, or paying for goods and services, appears not to be 
disputed anymore among the interviewees. 
 
It rarely happens that the staff would decide to buy a product or a service randomly as a consequence 
of emails or calls they receive, or due to impersonal mass advertising. In a vast majority of cases, the 
administrative staff who I interviewed knew what they wanted and looked for a company to buy it 
from; in many other cases, a company has been recommended to them through their own social 
networks. Interviewees indicated that their main attitude when they received calls and emails from 
cold calling companies was to simply ignore or delete them.  
 
What can be concluded from this is that personal networks are absolutely key in administrators’ 
decisions as to when and which company to use. Typically, an administrator would decide to work on 
the strength of a recommendation; and sometime the administrators involved in decision-making were 
previous employees of the company offering a particular service or product.  
 
In the cases where universities knew what service they were looking for but did not have an 
established relationship with any companies, the administrators I interviewed stated that they  would 
consult their networks before deciding which company to use – either with colleagues at other 
universities, their personal LinkedIn network, acquaintances in other sectors, and so on. Alternatively, 
individuals in the universities were keen to hear about a new commodity because they were already 
working with the company on something else. They reported that if that had not been the case, they 
would not have even considered purchasing the product or service. 
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The company has to portray an image that it understands academic values, the higher education 
sector, and act as if “it is not just about the money” (Interview I1_1). It is important that the company 
has already worked with some other university before and therefore knows about the sector and its 
specifics. There is, however, a concern among administrators about which companies to work with, 
which relates to potential harm to the brand of the university. Consequently, any company selected by 
a university needs to be reputable and show integrity. 
 
The universities investigated in this study preferred longer-term partnerships, either locking in the 
partnership with a contract, or where the company works so closely with some university units that 
they become regarded as a part of the university. The university in this case shares its culture, tangible 
and intangible knowledge, and to some extent makes the private endogenous to itself. In this case the 
boundary collapses altogether between the inside and the outside of the university.   
 
Interviewees in the two case universities consistently reported that they keep out companies who want 
to purely profit from the university, such as having access to students for marketing but do not 
provide any added value to the academic experience or to the university. Interviewees also reported 
some bad experiences with companies which made them more cautious about how and when to work 
with an external company or agent.  
 
It is evident that there is also a lot of experimentation from companies about the scope of the products, 
what to sell, how to sell, and the respective strategies. There are companies with better or poorer 
quality services. On the university side, data reveals that the administrators I have interviewed were 
open to collaboration with companies but they were being cautious, and wanted to drive the processes 
itself in the sense that they wanted to be able to leave the partnership and source the services from 
elsewhere. Furthermore, the universities rely heavily on their networks, and this is also an interesting 
dynamic of competition and cooperation (Beckert, 2009). Although the two universities are now more 
secretive towards each other as they are in competition, they are still collegial and share some of their 
experiences through their networks. In the main, each university hopes to keep its focus and vision, 
and everything it does has to help its own success. They therefore seek the advice and help of 
companies when then this feels appropriate; and they has no cultural issues about working with them. 
 
 

5.3 A Higher education industry? 

 
So far I have been exploring whether and how the two universities in this case are being reframed as 
market actors in their roles as sellers and buyers, and in turn ordering new markets. The objective of 
this section is to bring these dynamic processes into view, and to explore further what this means for 
the university itself and its relationship to the wider sector in which it is located.  
 
A key insight to be gleaned from this case is the sheer diversity and complexity of the processes and 
practices at work. One way of representing this is shown in Figure 2 where we can see the university 
acting as a seller of commodities aimed at generating a surplus and selling commodities, whilst at the 
same time relying on public subsidies. This representation also draws attention to the university as a 
buyer of an increasing number of services from companies who sell these education services to make 
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a profit, thus transforming the service into a commodity. Finally, it draws attention to services that are 
free of monetary compensation, and thus not commodities, but which might be transformed into a 
market exchange into the future. 
 
 

 
Figure 2. University and its various market exchanges with the wider sector 

 
 
In relation to the university as a seller, it is clear from this case that competition and selling has 
become increasingly legitimate, and thus domesticated and normalised (Çalışkan & Callon, 2010). 
The interviewees at these two universities increasingly take the competitive environment as normal 
and see that their universities must adjust in order to survive. Demands, such as increasing their role 
in branding the university, are accepted without challenge, although it was noted that UNI2 is much 
more assertive than UNI1 in its market-related practices. Interviewees also stated the following 
reasons for their universities competing and acting as companies: external political changes like the 
introduction of tuition fees and deregulation of students numbers; globalization; increase of 
competition in the UK and internationally; the need to attract the best students and staff; the need to 
improve their position in league tables; changed world conditions; and finally, ‘because everybody is 
doing it’. This sort of language and discourse indicates that the competitive environment and market-
making has become a new norm, in turn confirming that the cognitive reorientation of actors as a 
result of changing social norms (Beckert, 2007b, 2009). 
 
The higher education market also transforms previous social relations, their nature, and the basis of 
these relations by promoting its own calculations and technologies, and devices and instruments 
(Crouch, 2013). A range of new actors have created market devices and instruments (Beckert, 1996) 
that are particular to each of the four market groupings presented in Figure 2. When university is a 
seller, these instruments are university rankings, league tables and surveys, but also university 
marketing, promoting, normalising new habits and conventions of work. In terms of the university as 
a buyer, there are now devices and instruments that gather data and offer predictions, whilst new 
social practices – such as becoming part of sectorial bodies and structures, or staff moving between 
the university and companies, which all contribute to market ordering. These devices and instruments 
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act to fix mutual expectations of market actors, establish trust and make uncertainty manageable 
(Beckert, 2005, 2007b, 2009). Otherwise markets could not work and transactions would not take 
place.  
 
This development is uneven across the two universities and also across a range of activities. 
Regarding the university, some parts of administration are more strategic and central and are 
contributing more to commodifying the university, as well as working more with external companies. 
Regarding activities, countless new goods and services are being sold to the university, though the 
most prominent seems to be those that support the university in its own commodifying and selling. 
Both of these – when the university sells or buys – are relational. They also heavily depend upon 
people, their personalities, experience, knowledge, skills, sociability and their social networks. 
Individuals who are more entrepreneurial seem to climb the university hierarchy faster, in turn helping 
reframe the university as a better market actor.  
 
The processes analysed in this chapter together work to challenge and change the temporal 
orientations of the university and make possible even deeper penetration of markets (Beckert, 2016). 
The temporal orientation of the university when higher education was public could be understood as 
pre-capitalist and in many instances pre-bureaucratic in that it was organised through faculty 
autonomy and self-governance structures. The university mainly relied on public funds, and was 
regulated by the state in terms of activities and student numbers, with university autonomy understood 
as academic freedom (Middlehurst, 2004). Levels of certainty were high, and social relations were not 
economic, whilst the temporal orientation was not geared towards an economic, but rather a future 
that looked rather like the present. Universities did compete, however, for prestige in the sense of 
pushing the boundaries of knowledge.  
 
Yet as Beckert (2016) has pointed out, the temporal dynamics of capitalism are fundamentally 
different in that its orientation is towards an unknown and uncertain future. With changed social 
relations in the sector as a result of the reframing and transformation of practices into those ordered by 
the market, the university is more and more drawn into a set of logics that also drive capitalist 
markets; that of an uncertain future which can be crisis ridden. This sort of temporal reorientation as 
micro-basis for change (Beckert, 2016) is already being normalised by the administration and it can 
be traced in the following way.  
 
The temporal reorientations were initiated by the trends that I identified in the creation of knowledge 
economies. In trend one, higher education was put to serve the economic development of their 
countries and regions by producing knowledge and human capital; and indicators were created that 
include universities in measuring economic competitiveness. In trend two, quasi-market reforms were 
implemented at the system level and New Public Management reforms at the institutional level. These 
two steps, together with policy decisions to introduce tuition fees, were in fact a complex combination 
of devices in their own right. These devices introduced uncertainty into the sector, which is needed for 
capitalist expansion. The temporal reorientation towards open and unknown futures triggered new 
possibilities for market-making. Even if higher education was initially still publicly funded and so-
called quasi-market reforms were introduced into the sector, this could in fact be interpreted as a 
phase in market-making. The dynamics in time progressed so that now the university administration is 
reliant on the perception of temporality in which the present day action is an outcome of perception of 
future rather than outcome of past events (Beckert, 2011, 2014, 2016). 
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The practices and devices mentioned above do not work solely for changing temporal orientations but 
are also part of power struggles over valuation of higher education and over what kind of future for 
higher education is imagined. Here, universities work with brands and hence the reason for why 
branding has become a key process (Slater, 2002). With brands, they can establish the value of what 
they sell and combine the discourses and perceptions of the ‘publicness’ as well as excellence, 
prestige and student experience on the one hand, and practices of selling on the other. Companies also 
work with the valuations of their commodities to help universities deliver ‘excellent education’. The 
image thus combines profit making with academic values, and the discourse legitimates profit making 
even as if it contributes to social justice. 
 
We can also say that these dynamics within and amongst these four groups of exchanges suggest that 
these developments are processual and relational in nature, and show considerable variegation in 
form. By relational I mean that one category is driving the other so that the categories are mutually 
reinforcing each other. By processual I mean that it is constantly in the making; there are actors, 
forces, moves, and pressures continuously working to penetrate the boundary of the sector/the 
university. Once commodities or actors enter the sector, there are also constant pressures to expand; 
and to change form. Finally, there is considerable variegation in the forms of the commodity 
exchanges and markets. That is to say, they are variegated in space in that they are not the same in one 
institution, one country, and around the world. They are also variegated in how each of them works. 
The four groupings of markets in the industry already imply that these forms of markets work 
differently in comparison to each other.  
 
 
 

6. Macro structure 
 
The higher education industry that I proposed above is made possible by the contemporary form of 
capitalism, i.e. the knowledge economy; and technologies of neoliberal governance (Crouch, 2011). 
 
Knowledge in the knowledge economy has become a factor of production similar to land, labour and 
capital, and internal to economic development (Jessop, 2008; Kenway, Bullen, Fahey, & Robb, 2006; 
Peters, 2010; Powell & Snellman, 2004). It has to be understood in the context of shifts in the 
structure of the global economy, in which powerful states have redirected their accumulation 
strategies from manufacturing to services following the political and economic reforms of the 1980s 
onwards (Leys, 2003). Developing a services economy is, therefore, a new accumulation strategy, 
which needs to be instituted and embedded. New institutions are being developed and negotiated to 
support this strategy; these include intellectual property rights and the rules to protect them, such as 
the World Trade Organization’s General Agreement on Trade in Services (Robertson, 2009), and 
more recently, also the Trans-Pacific Partnership and Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership, 
which are currently being negotiated (Robertson & Komljenovic, 2015).  
 
In the shift to a services economy at the macro level, higher education is increasingly conceptualised 
as a productive industry in its own right and an opportunity to accumulate capital (Robertson & Dale, 
2006; Robertson, 2013a). In other words, the knowledge economy strategy incorporates higher 
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education as a sector and places universities as central institutions in this new economy (Olssen & 
Peters, 2005).  
 
Making higher education central to the knowledge economy imaginary has resulted in various trends 
concerning the role and meaning of higher education, and how higher education institutions are 
themselves governed. It is possible to sketch out the four trends to coherently show how the 
knowledge economy is structuring the higher education industry and how this industry is becoming 
subsumed by the services economy.  
 
First, higher education is being framed as serving the economy and economic development of states 
and regions as it produces human capital, and can contribute to innovations through ideas, which are 
then shared with the industry (Kenway et al., 2006; Peters, 2003, 2004). Higher education institutions 
are expected to embrace the utilitarian shift in education (St. George, 2006), more or less directly 
cater to industry needs (Jessop, 2008), become entrepreneurial formations (Etzkowitz, Webster, 
Gebhardt, & Terra, 2000) and embrace the ‘third mission’ - closely work with the industry in terms of 
applied research and technological innovation (Etzkowitz, 1997). The competition between states and 
regions in relation to higher education serving the economy is made explicit in the numbers and 
indicators that are used to contribute to institutionalising the ‘competitive’ state (Jessop & Sum, 2014; 
Jessop, 2008).  
 
In the second trend neoliberalism structures conditions for market-making in higher education. 
Neoliberalism as a project (Larner, Le Heron, & Lewis, 2007) discursively frames and materially 
transforms higher education into an industry. As an economic project it encompasses liberalization 
and deregulation of economic transactions across national borders, privatization of state owned 
services and enterprises, and treatment of public welfare as a cost. As a political project it first rolls 
back state interventions that were associated with post WWII welfare states or socialist states, and 
then rolls forward new forms of governance that are promoted as more suited for a market-driven 
globalizing economy (Peck & Tickell, 2002). Finally, policy regimes are internationalised and supra-
national organisations are assigned bigger roles (Jessop, 2002). Historically, higher education has 
been a decommodified sector; these transformations have created new forms of use and exchange 
value, with the sector now part of capitalist production and social reproduction. This results n the 
higher education governance reforms (quasi-markets, new public management, competition inserted 
into system governance, and so on). 
 
In the third trend, higher education is being constructed as an industry in its own right. The countries 
which first started framing higher education as an export industry include New Zealand, Australia, the 
UK, and the United States (Lewis, 2005, 2011; Martens & Starke, 2008; Robertson & Keeling, 2008). 
This is supported by arguments from consultants such as Michael Porter, who argue that treating 
education as a services sector can give countries a comparative advantage (Porter & Kramer, 2011); 
and by private companies and investment banks, including Baird, Apollo Group, HSBC or IBIS 
Capital (Baird, 2014; HSBC, 2015; Strauss, 2013). The mentioned first-mover states have benefited 
the most in extracting their share of $4.4 trillion that the global education industry is estimated to be 
worth (Strauss, 2013). These states were quick to quantify the economic benefits of higher education 
to their economies, as well as the value of huge potential of this sector in the future. For example, the 
UK estimates that the educational services it exports are worth £17.5 billion (HM Government, 2013), 
the USA states that international students contribute $24.7 billion to the US economy (Institute of 
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International Education, 2015), while Australia considers education to be its 4th largest export sector 
(Maslen, 2012) and the largest services export (Universities Australia, 2015). These states have lined 
up national strategies, measures, and institutions in order to attract the highest possible number of 
international students. They have increasingly allowed their universities and companies to work 
abroad to either provide education as a service, or to support this service in various ways. New 
Zealand, for example, has developed a trade driven policy in education (Martens & Starke, 2008), and 
together with other like-minded countries it has manoeuvred within the World Trade Organization to 
facilitate international deregulation of educational services (Ball, 2012). 
 
Finally, the emergence of privatisation of higher education governance is becoming increasingly 
noticeable. Cutler calls this phenomenon international private authority, which refers to the 
privatisation of governance at the global scale (Cutler, 2003, 2008, 2009). She links this to the 
important role of private corporate power both in the global political economy in general, and in 
making the rules of global trade in particular. She argues that the rules and governance of industries 
are increasingly being shaped by “private actors, institutions and processes that operate 
transnationally, linking local and global orders through complex laws and regulatory arrangements. 
These private governance arrangements are legitimized through their claims to possess expert 
knowledge and authority” (Cutler, 2009, p. 157). 
 
More specifically to higher education, global governance is being privatised through technologies 
such as university rankings, which are largely created and managed by the media or by other firms 
(e.g. Times Higher Education). Meanwhile, international quality assurance and other labels are being 
privatised by firms issuing sectorial quality seals and labels (Hartmann, 2016). Moreover, private 
actors and companies, like Pearson, invest increasingly large amounts of resources into influencing 
and shaping policy at national and international levels (Hogan, Sellar, & Lingard, 2016, 2015). The 
key conclusion to be drawn here is that the new technologies, firms, and experts constitute an 
increasing number of ways in which higher education governance is being privatised. 
 
These four trends do not necessarily follow in a chronological order, and neither is it necessary that 
one trend is completed before another emerges. Rather, they are overlapping in different combinations 
and in different ways, and as such, they should be seen as variegated forms and combinations.  
 
In sum, these trends are the outcomes of dynamic processes of reinvention, struggle and adjustments. 
However, such framing of higher education is uneven and variegated across territories, temporalities 
and sectors. In some parts of the world, higher education is framed as an industry; however, market-
oriented reforms of the type as we have seen in the UK (Robertson, 2013b), have not been 
implemented equally everywhere. For example, there are no tuition fees in Germany, where higher 
education is generally understood to be a public good. But Germany is nonetheless competing with 
other states in indicators of the knowledge economy, and more specifically, for international students 
in international markets. Hence Germany is an important market actor for other states who also frame 
higher education as their export industry.  
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7. Higher education industry and the market-making 
 
I have identified and elaborated a range of markets and exchanges that have emerged in the higher 
education sector. I have also discussed how these are affecting the university’s practices, orientations, 
and values. I have shown how an important part of social relations has turned economic and how 
academic subjectivities and institutions are being reframed into market actors. For example, the 
relations between the university and students are being reframed into the ‘student experience’, which 
is managed by technologies like student surveys, employability data and the university’s concern for 
income. Hence, I would propose thinking of these relations as an industry in that they are a “set of 
interconnected markets and non-markets, centred around one core market” (Aspers, 2010, p. 168).  
 
Therefore, what this industry consists of is the university as a social institution itself; the companies 
and actors profiting from the university or from the space around it; and the regulators and other 
actors who help to lubricate the functioning of the industry in various ways. The regulations, rules, 
and institutions matter in making markets as well (Muellerleile & Akers, 2015). Therefore, the state 
remains to be an important actor in the industry, even if it is re-scaling its competences to 
supranational organisations (Robertson & Dale, 2013), or if it is allowing the private actors to be part 
of, or even do, the rule-making via the privatisation of governance (Ball, 2009; Cutler, 2008). 
Crucially, this creates and maintains the regulatory environment favourable for markets expansion and 
instituting of the industry.  
 
Higher education as an industry is subject to the new globalising economy (Lewis, 2011), not only in 
that it is itself being framed and instituted as an industry, but it is also co-constitutive of the services 
economy more generally in that it is increasingly integrated with other markets. In other words, other 
companies, markets and industries have become increasingly reliant on the higher education industry. 
For example, there is a booming industry around student housing in the UK that relies heavily on the 
international student market. This market is employing large numbers of people in construction, 
managing the student facilities, food production, leisure activities, IT support and so on. If higher 
education were not an industry, all of these companies with thousands of people they employ would 
not be able to ‘feed’ from it, or at least not to such an extent.  
 
This has become part of the discourse in the sector. Universities justify their actions by showing how 
they are serving economic development either by producing new knowledge, or by working with the 
industry (The Russell Group, 2010); or in some cases, by being themselves an economic sector and 
contributing to the national GDP (Universities UK, 2015). Particular universities, like UNI2, 
commission studies about their economic impact on the local environment – how many jobs they 
create, the number of jobs they support (people who cater and serve students and so on), the amount 
of contribution they make to the local economy, and the like. This implies that we might be 
witnessing another stage in the knowledge economy dynamic – ‘trend five’, which refers to the 
integration of the higher education industry into the services economy and structuring mutual 
interdependencies between different services industries on the larger scale.  
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8. Conclusion 
 
I have identified a variety of markets in the sector, and the processual and relational nature of market-
making practices. The finding that the university is also a buyer and not just a seller of commodities; 
and that the commodities that it buys are not unimportant secondary markets, is already an important 
conceptualisation of markets in higher education in its own right. The relational aspect of these 
university roles implies that the university is in many instances buying goods and services that make it 
a better seller – with the outcome being that commodification around the university is reinforcing 
commodification within the university. And when the university is selling an increasing number and 
variety of commodities, this creates more opportunities for other companies to sell services to the 
university. The processual account of market-making implies that actors and their relations are 
dynamic, things are always in motion and change, actors experiment, learn, and adjust their 
behaviour, relations are being built and rebuilt, and so on.  
 
In conducting the study, I was particularly interested in analysing and exploring what opportunities 
this kind of new structure of the sector gave to the companies and other actors. These markets have 
different forms, work in specific ways, demand investments and work, as well as they are facing 
different struggles and frictions. But the key point here is that they represent diverse possibilities for 
new market actors and market-making opportunities made possible in the sector in that they have 
become legitimate, normalised, and accepted. These markets do not work the same way across 
international, national or even institutional contexts, but they have penetrated a sector whose practices 
and implicit political economy are reshaping higher education temporalities, socialities and 
spatialities. 
 
Higher education is becoming part of the services economy and of the capitalist search for profit, 
including the tendency for perpetual market expansion. That way, universities in particular, and the 
higher education sector in general, are being opened up to new companies and private actors to profit 
from them. Moreover, universities are becoming increasingly subsumed into the logic of capital. 
Higher education as a sector, which now includes private companies and has become part of the 
contemporary capitalist macrostructure, is consequently increasingly subject to new contradictions 
and risks.  
 
Some of these contradictions, particularly those in relation to the ‘public good’ nature of knowledge 
and the public ethos of the university, are seen in the literature as reasons why higher education 
cannot be turned into a ‘real capitalist market’ (Marginson, 2013). However, if we think about the 
higher education sector as part of capitalist expansion and in relation to the services economy, then 
these contradictions are no longer strange or unexpected. In fact, they are internal to capitalism itself 
(Harvey, 2014). Admittedly, these contradictions are new to the higher education sector and 
universities have to learn about them, balance and work with them. But these contradictions bring a 
perpetual dynamic to the sector, and generate new opportunities for economic innovation, which 
capitalism needs; and that works to create even further market expansion. These contradictions and 
the crisis tendencies that have been identified, do not mean, or imply, the impossibility of capitalist 
markets in higher education, but rather they are treated here as a normal part of the market-making 
processes. 
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The main point I want to make here for the ECPR conference is that higher education market-making 
is not about ‘deregulation’ by states so that they would introduce ‘free’ markets in the higher 
education sector. Rather, it is about diversity of actors, working across scales, to frame and institute 
different markets. They experiment and work with different regulatory environments, try to influence 
rules and regulations, build their own market institutions and devices, frame and order markets, and so 
on. Therefore we are witnessing a significant horizontal and rescaling of the higher education 
governance because of – or as part of – market making in the sector. States are always part of this 
dynamic, one way or the other, at the national and international level.  
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